Council Demands Control Of Leaflets, Newspaper Edits During Elections

By Fred 'Borets

Student Council Friday night approved a series of resolutions designed to place under its jurisdiction the right to register club leaflets, and pass judgment upon newspaper editorials dealing with Council elections.

Under the proposed registration changes, all leaflets and newspaper editorials dealing with Council elections will have to be submitted to a three man committee for approval, and all leaflets issued at other times will be subject to registration. The committee handling this registration will not have the power to approve or disapprove leaflets as things stand now, Student Life can disapprove leaflets which they consider to be obscene, libellous, or lacking authenticity. These resolutions must be approved by the S.F.C.S.A. before they can go into effect.

Editorials Included

Should these resolutions go through, any person aggrieved feels libeled by a leaflet may file charges with the S.C. Judiciary Committee. If the body thinks that these charges are well founded, it will submit the case to the S.C. Discipline Committee, or the S.P.S.A.

During the election campaigns all leaflets and newspaper editorials dealing with the election are to be submitted in advance to a three man group, consisting of one person each from the S.C., the judiciary, and election committee. If the material is not approved, the group or newspaper will be directed not to print it. If the ruling is not obeyed, the Council will issue a leaflet of their own on election day in opposition to the objectionable sections. Charges will then be brought up against the offending organizations. This is the first time such action has been recommended against newspapers.

An amendment to exclude newspapers from the ruling was voted down 12-12. One prominent member of Council remarked at the time, "This is ridiculous, they don't know what they're voting for."

Graduate Study Overseas Under Fullbright Act

By Ilene Shumsky

Over the desire to go abroad. We know how you can get from us what you want. Graduates are entitled to college abroad under a future possibility of expansion (undergraduate) as accorded with the Fullbright Plans. A hundred awards are available to students for study during a one year period. Last year, Joshua slain made the opportunity to probe the European societies of various countries, representing the United States. Senator Fairbank, as well known as an advocate of the Fullbright Act, has himself been overseas in Belgium.

An Editorial...

A Pat, A Slap

ORIGINALLY this was going to be an editorial of gentle praise for Council Off. Of its record for the last few meetings that Beaver in the cartoon below is showing encouraging signs of waking up. As early as the fourth meeting (shades of past Councils) some of its committees have actu-
An advertising agency has been organized at the College School of Business and Social Administration, in order to offer free service to subscribing student organizations.

The agency, organized along regular lines, with Robert Elliott as its President, is made up of the student members of the William Sll. Johns chapter of Alpha Delta Sigma, the national advertising fraternity.

The group is headed by a plans board and includes copy, art, layout and production staffs composed entirely of students. The agency will publicize such activities as the senior picnic, socials, forums, clubs and fraternities. It will represent student publications and act on intramural affairs in public relations capacities, utilizing posters, direct mail, and ads in student publications.

Ad Agency...
"He started m conversation. "Last summer," he shrugged, "I hitch-hiked nine thousand miles. Want me to tell you about it?"

"Oh, did you?" she asked. "I flew over to Brussels, and except for a few weeks in Amsterdam, I only saw the rest of my visit in Paris."

The following are the essential details: hip 30 inches, waist 23 inches, and bust 36 inches. (Well my they're essential!) A graduate of Welton High At-

The Department of Student Life, which has done so much for the college, has added another service to its roster. This is the "Drop-Out" Service.

When a student requests to be dropped from the school, the Registrars will very often send him to the Student Life Office for counseling with either Dean Seb- elor Miss Wells. The purpose of this session is to find out why the student wants to, or has to, leave school, and to advise and help him as much as possible.

This service was initiated by Student Life last term, when it came to the attention of Dean Sebel that many freshmen were dropping out of College. As a staff meeting he brought up the matter and after lengthy discus-

It was interesting to note that very few students dropped out because of their G.P. marks had ever been so normal. A gradam* *,

The Department of Student Life has been taking a very active part in another phase of this project. He sent questionnaires to many of the students who did not return to school last spring. The purpose of these questionnaires was to find out whether the students who did not return to school had solved their problems and were making plans to continue their education.

Mr. Brunstetter of Student Life, has been advising the students who were eligible to con-

He sent these folders to 450 students. So far 81% of them have returned. Most of the students were grateful for the interest which was shown.

Many of the students expect to return to college eventually. Others have transferred to Eve-

As a whole, the "Drop-Out" Service has been very successful. Of the 450 students who were advised, over half of them have returned to college, and to advise and help them as much as possible.

Israel Life

Von Goldmann, former Board (head) of the City College Philadelphia, in his address at the Zionist Federation of America, will present his collection of documents on the history of college education in Israel at 4-5 P.M. on October 25 at Mical House. Mr. Goldmann, who served as B.B. from the College, has recently returned from his second visit to Israel, where he has been doing post-graduate work.
Beaver Gridders Lose to Wagner Eleven, 14-0

By Mary Kilman

The front is moving down from Corry, Pa. to the hamlet of Olds. Milt Luchan is wishing he could pick up and take Shivering Mitty is fleeing out of a triumphant debut defense from his shabby tent when Wagner College, the leading institution out on Staten Island, beat the Lavender, 14-0, Saturday night at snappy Lewisham Stadium.

There are some people on the campus who hope the talk-dweller foresees to death, but these are nasty people, indeed. They claim Luchan is putting the squeeze on the College's footballers, and that the squall is tightening up with the Beaver. Mitty Luchan turns blue, and that was the cause for the fourth consecutive defeat.

Goal-Line Stands

Certain of the Naval Academy Seabirds have little compassion. Shocked by two tenacious Beaver causes and gives them to the Staten Islanders put on a fine first half. They twice frustrated Wagner TD gallop over a pair of touchdowns. Boo Winkler has little compassion. Certainly tiny Wagner's Sea-Hawks had little compassion. Certainly tiny Wagner's Sea-Hawks had little compassion.

Parker Football Text
Brings Game to Student

Based on a method that the Hygiene Department of City College has been using since 1946, Dr. Harold J. Parker of the department has written a book entitled "Football for All." The book is a complete explanation of the newest method of teaching football tried in any school.

Parker, who coached football for seventeen years, includes in this volume every detail of teamwork, both on the gym floor and on the field, and explains methods, drills, and marking procedures for the teacher in charge.

The idea behind the whole plan set forth in the book can be well explained by a quotation by Parker: "The super player gets all the attention while the average student is ignored in present day, big time college football."

If a team works out according to Parker's scheme, the old trick of having a backhander run on to the field to make a touchdown is now called "un-sportsmanlike conduct" as Gill Christopher had done to make a big hero.

After all these years, the book shows how the old trick of having a backhander run on to the field to make a touchdown is now called "un-sportsmanlike conduct." As Gill Christopher had done to make a big hero.

Booters Beat Pratt, Remain Unbeaten

The Soccer Team nipped Pratt 3-2, Saturday in a Metro Conference game. The win put the Beavers into second place behind Brooklyn, which has a 3-2 record.

After a scoreless first half, the Lavender broke loose in the third period, as Gill Christopher knocked in two goals soon after. Mike Hoffman scored the initial one.

Despite the lack of scoring, the outstanding Beaver was LaStarza and Duilio Spagnolo, is playing in the middle.

LaStarza Wins at Sts. Looms High in Heavy Pictue

Roland LaStarza, City College's entry in the list of heavyweight contenders for Ezzard Charles' title, scored a decisive and impressive victory over Dulio Spagnolo last Friday night in St. Nicholas Arena. Employing a damaging left hook to the midsection, LaStarza knocked Spagnolo out during the middle rounds of their bout.

Kosher Delicatessen and Restaurant

EAT YOUR FRIENDS

BROOKLYN AND 41ST STREET, NEW YORK CITY

ARMY HALL CANTEEN

Soda Fountain and Restaurant

Meet Your Friends

BROADWAY AND 41ST STREET, NEW YORK CITY

City College Barbershop

BARBER SHOP

FATHER'S DAY

JOHN J. COCHRAN

BARBER SHOP

4 BARRIERS

NO WAITING

Don't do it.

For a Better Balanced Life

1115 AMERICA AVE.

K & P

ARMY HALL

CANTON

SODA FOUNTAIN

TOBACCO

CANDY

2:00 A.M. TO 10:00 P.M.

Ground Floor, AHE